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Abstrat
The semileptoni branhing frations for primary and asade b deays
BR(b→ℓ−), BR(b→c→ℓ+) and BR(b→c¯→ℓ−) were measured in hadroni Z
deays olleted by the DELPHI experiment at LEP.
The sample was enrihed in b deays using the lifetime information and various
tehniques were used to separate leptons from diret or asade b deays.
By tting the momentum spetra of di-leptons in opposite jets, the average b
mixing parameter χ¯ was also extrated.
The following results have been obtained:
BR(b→ℓ−) = (10.70± 0.08(stat)± 0.21(syst)−0.30+0.44(model))%
BR(b→c→ℓ+) = (7.98± 0.22(stat)± 0.21(syst)+0.14−0.20(model))%
BR(b→c¯→ℓ−) = (1.61± 0.20(stat)± 0.17(syst)+0.30−0.44(model))%
χ¯ = 0.127± 0.013(stat)± 0.005(syst)± 0.004(model)
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11 Introdution
Measurements of the diret semileptoni branhing frations of b-hadrons are impor-
tant in order to understand the dynamis of heavy quark deays and to determine the
weak ouplings of quarks to the W boson. From a preise measurement of the inlusive
semileptoni branhing frations of b quarks a preise value of the Cabibbo-Kobayaski-
Maskawa matrix element |Vcb| an be alulated [1℄.
These measurements have been performed both at the Υ(4S) and in hadroni Z de-
ays. In order to make a omparison between the two sets of results, the fat that the
omposition of the inlusive sample is dierent in the two ases must be taken into a-
ount. At low energy only B− and B¯0 mesons are produed, while at the Z , B¯0s mesons
and b-baryons are also present. Assuming the semileptoni widths of all b-hadrons to be
equal, their respetive semileptoni branhing frations are expeted to be proportional
to their measured lifetimes. The ratio between the B− and B¯0 lifetimes to the inlusive
b-hadron lifetime measured at the Z , is at present larger than 1, whereas the semilep-
toni branhing frations of b-hadrons measured at the Z are slightly larger than the ones
measured at the Υ(4S) [2℄,[3℄ .
Theoretial alulations whih inlude higher order perturbative QCD orretions give
a predition of the branhing fration value orrelated with the predition for < nc >,
the average number of harmed hadrons produed per b-hadron deay [4℄. These results
are ompatible with the present LEP measurements.
In this paper, the two asade proesses: b→c→ℓ+ and b→c¯→ℓ− are also onsid-
ered, not only beause they are the main soure of bakground to the diret deays,
but also beause the values of these branhing frations are important inputs to several
other heavy avour measurements, like asymmetries and osillations measurements. The
BR(b→c¯→ℓ−) measurement presented in this paper is the rst inlusive measurement of
right sign leptons from asade deays of b-hadrons.
In addition, the average B0 − B¯0 mixing parameter is measured. It is the time in-
tegrated probability that a b-hadron osillates into a b¯-hadron: χ¯ = b→B¯
0→B0→ℓ+X
b→ℓ±X
. It
is related to the mixing parameters of B0d and B
0
s mesons, χd and χs respetively, by:
χ¯ = gB0
d
χd + gB0sχs, where gB0d and gB0s are the prodution frations of B
0
d and B
0
s in
semileptoni deays. Its measurement an therefore be used in the evaluation of the
prodution fration of B0s mesons [1℄.
This paper presents the measurement of inlusive semileptoni branhing frations of b
quarks in hadroni Z deays using data olleted with the DELPHI detetor at LEP. Four
analyses have been performed, using dierent strategies and using various data samples,
partially overlapping. Events ontaining b hadrons were seleted using lifetime informa-
tion, eletrons and muons were identied and several dierent tehniques were used to
determine the origin of the lepton. Diret and asade branhing frations: BR(b→ℓ−),
BR(b→c→ℓ+) and BR(b→c¯→ℓ−) were measured and, by tting the momentum spetra
of di-leptons in opposite jets, the average B0−B¯0 mixing parameter χ¯ was also extrated.
The previous DELPHI results on the semileptoni branhing frations [5℄ were ob-
tained with data olleted at LEP in 1991 and 1992, using eletrons and muons in a
sample of hadroni Z deays, with natural omposition of quark avours. A global t
to several eletroweak parameters was performed. With respet to that analysis there
is little dependene on the partial deay widths of the Z into bb¯ and cc¯ quark pairs
(Rb = Γbb¯/Γhad, Rc = Γcc¯/Γhad) and the bakground due to misidentied hadrons and
leptons from deays and punh-through of light hadrons has been redued. The present
result supersedes the previous result obtained by DELPHI [5℄.
2The layout of the paper is the following: a desription of the DELPHI detetor is given
in Setion 2. The seletion of the hadroni event sample is desribed in Setion 3. The b-
avour tagging algorithm is desribed in Setion 4. A brief summary of the performanes
of lepton identiation algorithms is given in Setion 5. Results obtained in the dierent
analyses are then desribed in the following Setions: single and di-lepton analysis (Se-
tion 6), single lepton and jet-harge analysis (Setion 7), multitag analysis (Setion 8)
and inlusive b-hadron reonstrution analysis (Setion 9). Finally, in Setion 10 averages
of the results obtained in the dierent analyses are alulated.
2 The DELPHI detetor
The DELPHI detetor has been desribed in detail in referene [6℄. Only the ompo-
nents relevant to this analysis are mentioned here.
In the barrel region, the harged partiles are measured by a set of ylindrial traking
detetors with a ommon axis parallel to the 1.2 T solenoidal magneti eld and to the
beam diretion. The time projetion hamber (TPC) is the main traking devie. The
TPC is a ylinder with a length of 3 m, an inner radius of 30 m and an outer radius of 122
m. Traks are reonstruted using up to 16 spae points in the region 39◦ < θ < 141◦,
where θ is the polar angle with respet to the beam diretion. Traks an be reonstruted
using at least 4 spae points down to 21◦ and 159◦.
Additional preise RΦ measurements, in the plane perpendiular to the magneti eld,
are provided at larger and smaller radii by the Outer and Inner detetors, respetively.
The Outer Detetor (OD) has ve layers of drift ells at radii between 198 and 206 m
and overs polar angles from 42
◦
to 138
◦
. The Inner Detetor (ID) is a ylindrial drift
hamber having inner radius of 12 m and outer radius of 28 m and overs polar angles
from 23
◦
to 157
◦
. It ontains a jet hamber setion providing 24 RΦ oordinates measure-
ments surrounded by ve layers of proportional hambers with both RΦ and longitudinal
z oordinates measurements.
The miro-vertex detetor (VD) [7℄ is loated between the LEP beam pipe and the
ID. It onsists of three onentri layers of silion miro-vertex detetors plaed at radii
of 6.3, 9.0 and 10.9 m from the interation region, alled loser, inner and outer layer,
respetively. For all layers the miro-vertex detetors provide hits in the RΦ-plane with
a measured intrinsi resolution of about 8 µm; the inner and outer layers provide in
addition measurements in the z diretion, with a preision depending on the polar angle
and reahing a value of 9 µm for traks perpendiular to the modules. The polar angle
overage for harged partiles hitting all three layers of the detetor is 44
◦ < θ < 136◦;
the loser layer overage goes down to 25
◦
. The z measurement was only available in
1994 and 1995.
Additional information for partile identiation is provided by the Ring Imaging
Cherenkov ounters (RICH) measuring the Cherenkov light emitted by partiles travers-
ing a dieletri medium faster than the speed of light. The barrel part of the detetor
overs polar angles from 40
◦
to 140
◦
. To over a large momentum range, a liquid (C6F14)
and a gas (C5F12) radiator are used.
The barrel eletromagneti alorimeter, HPC, overs the polar angles between 42◦
and 138◦. It is a gas-sampling devie whih provides omplete three dimensional harge
information in the same way as a time projetion hamber. Eah shower is sampled nine
times in its longitudinal development. Along the drift diretion, parallel to the DELPHI
magneti eld, the shower is sampled every 3.5 mm ; in the plane perpendiular to the
3drift the harge is olleted by athode pads of variable size, ranging from 2.3 m in the
inner part of the detetor to 7 m in the outer layers.
In the forward regions the traking is ompleted by two sets of planar drift hambers
(FCA and FCB) plaed at distanes of ±165 m and ±275 m from the interation point.
A lead glass alorimeter (EMF) is used to reonstrut eletromagneti energy in the
forward region.
For the identiation of hadroni showers, the iron return yoke of the magnet is in-
strumented with limited streamer mode detetors to reate a sampling gas alorimeter,
the Hadroni Calorimeter (HAC).
Muon identiation in the barrel region is based on a set of muon hambers (MUB),
overing polar angles between 53
◦
and 127
◦
. It onsists of six ative planes of drift
hambers, two inside the return yoke of the magnet after 90 m of iron (inner layer) and
four outside after a further 20 m of iron (outer and peripheral layers). The inner and
outer modules have similar azimuthal overage. The gaps in azimuth between adjaent
modules are overed by the peripheral modules. Therefore a muon traverses typially
either two inner layer hambers and two outer layer hambers, or just two peripheral
layer hambers. Eah hamber measures the RΦ oordinate with a preision of about 2-
3 mm. Measuring RΦ in both the inner layer and the outer or peripheral layer determines
the azimuthal angle of muon andidates leaving the return yoke within about ±1◦. These
errors are muh smaller than the eets of multiple sattering on muons traversing the
iron.
In the forward region the muon identiation is done using two sets of planar drift
hambers (MUF) overing the angular region between 11◦ and 45◦. The rst set is plaed
behind 85 m of iron and the seond one behind an additional 20 m. Eah set onsists
of two orthogonal layers of drift hambers where the anode is read out diretly and the
athode via a delay line to measure the oordinate along the wire. The resolution in both
oordinates is about 4 mm.
3 Event seletion
Charged partiles were aepted if their polar angle was between 20◦ and 160◦, their
trak length was larger than 30 m, their impat parameter relative to the interation
point was less than 5 m in the plane perpendiular to the beam diretion and less than
10 m along the beam diretion and their momentum was larger than 200 MeV/c with a
relative error smaller than 100%. Neutral partiles deteted in the HPC and EMF or in
the hadroni alorimeters were required to have a measured energy larger than 500 MeV.
The deays of the Z to hadrons were seleted by requiring a total energy of the harged
partiles (assumed to be pions) larger than 15% of the enter-of-mass energy and at least
7 reonstruted harged partiles. With these riteria, the eieny to selet qq¯ events
from the simulation was about 95%. All soures of bakground have been found to be
below 0.1%. No signiant dierenes in the aeptane between dierent avours have
been found.
For eah event the thrust axis was alulated from the seleted harged and neutral
partiles. Only events with: | cos θthrust| < 0.90 were used. Requiring, in addition, that
all sub-detetors needed for these analyses were fully operating, totals of about 1 030 000
and 515 000 Z hadroni deays were seleted from the 1994 and 1995 data samples,
respetively. About 3 800 000 events were seleted from a simulated sample of Z → qq¯
events. A redued angular region was used in some parts of the following analyses to
ensure an eient aeptane for the vertex detetor.
4Events were generated with the JETSET 7.3 generator [8℄ using parton shower and
string fragmentation with parameters optimized to desribe the hadroni distributions as
measured by DELPHI [9℄. Generated events were passed through a detailed simulation
[6℄ whih modeled the detetor response and proessed through the same analysis hain
as the real data . Jets were formed from the harged and neutral partiles using the
JADE algorithm with Y mincut = 0.02 [10℄. The transverse momentum of the lepton ( pt )
was determined relative to the diretion of the jet, exluding the lepton itself.
Any dierenes with respet to these seletion riteria, as well as their eet on the
statistis used, will be expliitly desribed for eah analysis. The four analyses used
dierent data subsamples orresponding to the optimal operation of the subdetetors
relevant to the denition of the variables used. Analysis I and IV used 1994 and 1995
data samples, Analysis III used also 1992 and 1993 data, while Analysis II used 1994
only. The 1992 and 1993 statistis are given in Setion 8.
4 b-avour tagging
A b-avour tagging algorithm was used in order to obtain a sample enrihed in Z → bb¯
events. Events were divided into two hemispheres, with respet to a plane perpendiular
to the thrust axis and passing through the beam interation point. The b-avour tagging
algorithm was applied separately to eah hemisphere. Analyses I and IV used the om-
bined b-avour tagging algorithm desribed in [11℄. This algorithm ombines, in a single
variable, several quantities whih are sensitive to the presene of a b-hadron.
The main disriminant variable is the probability for all traks belonging to the hemi-
sphere to ome from the primary vertex, alulated from the impat parameters of the
traks positively signed aording to the lifetime onvention. Other variables were dened
for hemispheres ontaining a seondary vertex. These variables are: the eetive mass
of the system of partiles attahed to the seondary vertex, the rapidity of these traks
with respet to the jet diretion and the fration of the harged energy of the jet whih
is inluded in the seondary vertex. Optimized levels of eieny and purity were hosen
in eah analysis.
Analysis II used a b-avour tagging algorithm exploiting only the information from
the impat parameters of harged partiles [11℄. Analysis III used a multivariate method
to tag the avours, as desribed in Setion 8.1.
5 Lepton sample
5.1 Muon identiation
To identify a harged partile with momentum greater than 3 GeV/c as a muon an-
didate, its trak was extrapolated to eah of the layers of the muon hambers taking into
aount multiple sattering in the material and the propagation of trak reonstrution
errors. A t was then made between the trak extrapolation and the position and dire-
tion of the hits in the muon hambers. Ambiguities with muon hamber hits assoiated
to more than one extrapolated trak were resolved by seleting the trak with the best
t. The harged partile was then identied as a muon if the t was suiently good and
if hits were found outside the return iron yoke.
5To exlude regions with poor geometrial aeptane, a muon was aepted only if its
polar angle, θµ, was within one of the following intervals:
0.03 < | cos θµ| < 0.62 or 0.68 < | cos θµ| < 0.95,
whih dened the barrel and the forward regions, respetively.
The muon identiation eieny was measured in Z → µ+µ− events, in the deays
of taus into muons and using muons from two-photon ollisions γγ → µ+µ−. A mean
eieny of 0.82 ± 0.01 was found with little dependene on the muon momentum and
on the trak polar angle. Preditions of the simulation agree with orresponding mea-
surements in data, both in absolute value and in the momentum dependene, within a
preision of 1.5%.
An estimate of the misidentiation probability was obtained by means of a lifetime-
based anti b-tag to selet a bakground enrihed sample. After the subtration of the
muon ontent in the seleted sample, the misidentiation probability was found to be
(0.52 ± 0.03)% in the barrel and (0.36 ± 0.06)% in the forward regions. Applying the
same proedure to the simulation gave however lower values, with fators 2.03 ± 0.12
(2.02 ± 0.13) in the barrel and 1.22 ± 0.20 (1.78 ± 0.24) in the forward regions for the
1994 (1995) samples, respetively, showing a small momentum dependene and about
30% redution near the borders of the geometrial aeptane of the muon hambers.
The hadron misidentiation probability, measured both in data and in simulation,
was ross-heked using pions from K0s and τ deays and ompatible results were found.
In Analysis I, II and IV the simulated hadrons misidentied as muons were reweighted
aording to the probability measured in data. In Analysis III a dierent approah was
used to estimate the misidentiation probability, as desribed in Setion 8.3, and good
agreement with the above results was found.
5.2 Eletron identiation
Charged partiles with momenta greater than 3 GeV/c and within the eient aep-
tane region of the HPC (0.03 < | cos θe| < 0.72) were seleted as eletron andidates on
the basis of the information from the HPC, the TPC and the RICH detetors. Traks
were extrapolated to the HPC and assoiated to deteted showers. The signals from the
various detetors were then analyzed by a neural network. By using the network response
obtained in a sample of simulated eletrons from b and c deays, a momentum dependent
ut was dened in order to have a 65% eieny, onstant over the full momentum range.
To redue the ontamination from eletrons produed from photon onversions, ele-
tron andidates were removed if they ame from a seondary vertex and arried no trans-
verse momentum relative to the diretion from the primary to this seondary vertex.
The eieny of tagging an eletron was measured in the data by means of a sample
of isolated eletrons extrated from seleted Compton events and a sample of eletrons
produed from photon onversions in the detetor. The ratio between the values of the
eienies measured in real and simulated events was parameterized in terms of the pt
and the polar angle of the trak and found to be on average 0.92± 0.02 and 0.93± 0.02,
in the 1994 and 1995 samples, respetively. A orresponding orretion fator was then
applied to the sample of eletrons in simulated qq¯ events.
The probability of tagging a hadron as an eletron was also measured in the data by
seleting a bakground sample by means of the anti b-tag tehnique in the same manner
as for muons. The measured misidentiation probability in data and the ratio with the
same quantity obtained in simulated events were on average (0.40±0.02)% and 0.76±0.05
in the 1994 sample and (0.38± 0.04)% and 0.70± 0.06 in the 1995 sample.
65.3 Simulated lepton sample
Samples of simulated events, whih were proessed through the same analysis hain as
the data as desribed in Setion 3, were used to obtain referene spetra for the dierent
soures of simulated leptons.
The b semileptoni deays to eletrons and muons were simulated using the model of
Isgur et al. [12℄ (ISGW model in the following). The model of Bauer et al. [13℄, whih
takes into aount the nite mass of the produed lepton, was used for the b deays into
τ 's. For D deays the branhing ratios were adjusted to be in better agreement with
measured values [2℄. In the dierent semileptoni deay modes, the branhing frations
for the deays to neutral pions, when not measured, were obtained imposing isospin
invariane. Referene spetra with alternative models have been obtained reweighting
the events aording to the deay model onsidered. The weight was omputed on the
basis of the lepton momentum in the B(D) rest frame. Aording to the presription
of [14℄, for the entral value of the results, the inlusive model of Altarelli et al. [15℄
(ACCMM model in the following) was used, with model parameters tuned to the CLEO
data [16℄, whereas ISGW and ISGW
∗∗
models have been used to evaluate the systemati
unertainties. ISGW
∗∗
indiates the ISGW model modied to inlude a 32% ontribution
of harmed exited states (referred to as D∗∗), instead of the original 11% predited by
the model itself, so as to better desribe the CLEO data.
Leptons from the deay hain b→ cW → cc¯q → cℓ−X (the so alled upper deay
vertex) were onsidered with the ontributions from both Ds → ℓ
−X and D¯0(D−) →
ℓ−X.
6 Analysis I: Measurement of semileptoni b deays
from single leptons and di-leptons spetra
In this analysis the semileptoni branhing frations for primary and asade b deays
BR(b→ℓ−), BR(b→c→ℓ+) , BR(b→c¯→ℓ−) and the average b mixing parameter, χ¯, are
measured using the momentum spetra of single lepton and di-leptons in opposite jets.
The single lepton spetra are studied in a sample of events highly enrihed in bb¯, seleted
by means of a b-avour tagging algorithm. In the di-lepton sample, the bb¯ purity is
inreased by requiring a minimum pt for one of the leptons.
The sensitivity to the dierent soures of leptons is given by the kinemati properties
of leptons from dierent soures and by the harge orrelation between di-leptons in
opposite jets from b and b¯, respetively.
Hadroni events and lepton andidates were seleted as desribed in Setions 3 and 5.
The angular region | cos θthrust| < 0.9 was used for di-lepton andidates, while for single
lepton events, to have a good eieny in the b-avour tagging, events were onsidered
only if they fullled | cos θthrust| < 0.7. As a onsequene, only barrel muon hambers
were onsidered for single muons. About 768 000 and 385 000 Z hadroni deays were
seleted in the 1994 and 1995 data samples, respetively.
6.1 Single lepton t
Events were divided into two hemispheres with respet to a plane perpendiular to the
thrust axis and passing through the beam interation point. A primary vertex was reon-
struted in eah hemisphere to suppress possible orrelations between the two hemispheres
indued by the b-tagging algorithm. The ombined b-avour tagging algorithm desribed
7in Setion 4 was used to selet hemispheres enrihed in b-hadron ontent while, in the
opposite hemisphere, the single lepton spetra were studied. For the ut on the ombined
b-tagging variable used in this analysis, the following eienies for seleting dierent
avours were estimated from simulation: εb = (39.34 ± 0.05)%, εc = (1.87 ± 0.02)%,
εuds = (0.189± 0.003) %, so that the fration of b events in the sample was Pb = 95.1%.
The value of εb is quoted only for referene, sine it is never used in the following. In
pratie the number NHb of tagged hemispheres whih ontain a b quark was estimated
as:
NHb = N
H
tag − (εc ×Rc + εuds × Ruds)× 2Nhad
where: NHtag and Nhad are the total numbers of tagged hemispheres and the number of
hadroni events, respetively, εc and εuds were the eienies for harm and light quark
events, respetively, obtained from simulation, and Ruds = Γuds/Γhad = 1 − Rb − Rc.
The LEP averages of 0.21643 ± 0.00073 and 0.1694 ± 0.0038 were used for Rb and Rc,
respetively [17℄. The number of bb¯ events used in the simulation was normalized to the
same value NHb .
One a hemisphere was tagged as b, leptons were studied in the opposite hemisphere.
A orretion was applied, estimated from simulation, beause of the orrelation between
the lifetime and the lepton tags. It arose mainly from the aeptane requirements,
whih are dierent for eletrons and muons, and amounted to ρe = 1.003 ± 0.005 and
ρµ = 1.017± 0.005. Here ρ is the fration of lepton andidates found in the hemisphere
opposite to the b-avour tagged hemisphere, ompared to the fration of lepton andidates
found in an unbiased b hemisphere. Before alulating the lepton transverse momentum,
a searh for seondary verties was performed using the same algorithm as in [11℄.
When the seondary vertex was suessfully reonstruted (about 45% of the events), the
primary to seondary vertex diretion was found to give a better approximation of the
b-hadron ight diretion than the jet axis, and was used in its plae. The resolution on
the b-hadron ight diretion improved orrespondingly from 30 to 20 mrad.
Lepton andidates were lassied aording to their dierent origin as follows:
a) diret b-deay:
b→ ℓ− +X,
b) right sign asade deays:
b→ c¯+X → ℓ− +X,
) wrong sign asade deays:
b→ c+X → ℓ+ +X,
d) b deays into τ lepton:
b→ τ− +X → ℓ− +X,
e) diret c-deay
c→ ℓ+ +X,
f) prompt leptons from J/Ψ deays or from b or c deays, where the cc¯ (bb¯) pair is
produed by gluon splitting,
g) misidentied or deaying hadrons.
The above lassiation was onsidered both for eletrons and muons, separately.
A binned maximum likelihood t was used to ompare the momentum and transverse
momentum spetra of eletrons and muons in data with the simulation. The full likelihood
expression is reported in appendix.
86.2 Di-lepton t
The single lepton likelihood was multiplied by a likelihood obtained for di-leptons in
opposite hemispheres, in order to separate the b→ℓ− from the b→c→ℓ+ and the b→c¯→ℓ−
omponents and to extrat the average mixing parameter χ¯. In the di-lepton sample no
b-avour tag was used in order not to introdue any bias in the omposition of the b-
hadron sample. The b enrihment was obtained by requiring a minimum pt for one of the
two leptons. The full pt spetrum was onsidered for the opposite lepton. For a ut at
pt > 1.2 GeV/c, a b purity of about 88% was obtained using simulated events.
Di-lepton events were separated, for both the data and the simulated samples, into six
groups depending on whether the two lepton andidates have the same or opposite harge
and on whih ombination of lepton speies (ee, eµ, µµ) they belonged to. Lepton pairs
were used if the two leptons were separated by at least 90o, while lepton pairs oming
from the same jet were omitted from the t to avoid additional systemati unertainties
in the omposition of the asade lepton sample. In eah group, simulated events were
separated into di-lepton lasses, aording to the dierent possible ombinations in the
two hemispheres of the above mentioned single-lepton lasses (a) to (g). To guarantee
a reasonable number of events in eah bin, the p and pt of eah lepton in the pair were
ombined to form a single variable, the ombined momentum, pc, dened as in [19℄:
pc =
√
p2t +
p2
100
. Two-dimensional referene distributions were obtained for the hosen
ombinations in the variables (pminc , p
max
c ), where p
min
c (p
max
c ) refers to the smaller (larger)
ombined momentum.
If B0 − B¯0 mixing is not onsidered, the main soure of di-leptons having opposite
harges are diret b-deays: (b→ ℓ−)(b¯→ ℓ+). But, in the presene of mixing, a fration
2χ¯(1−χ¯) of these di-leptons have the same harge. Same harge di-leptons also arise from
events with one diret b-deay and one asade b-deay: (b→ ℓ−)(b¯→ c¯→ ℓ−). Beause
of mixing, a fration 2χ¯(1− χ¯) of these events will enter the opposite harge lass.
The fration of leptons of lass a, b and  were determined by the t, whereas on-
tributions from lepton lasses (d) to (g) were xed to the values given in Table 3. The
detailed expression of the likelihood funtion, for single lepton and di-lepton, is reported
in appendix.
6.3 Results and systemati unertainties
The results obtained with the 1994 and 1995 samples and their average are shown in
Table 1, where the unertainties are statistial only. About 12% of the single leptons were
also inluded in the di-lepton sample and the statistial unertainties have been orreted
aordingly.
1994 1995 1994+1995
BR(b→ℓ−) 0.1066± 0.0014 0.1081± 0.0019 0.1071± 0.0011
BR(b→c→ℓ+) 0.0822± 0.0049 0.0781± 0.0064 0.0805± 0.0039
BR(b→c¯→ℓ−) 0.0144± 0.0044 0.0196± 0.0056 0.0164± 0.0035
χ¯ 0.119± 0.016 0.138± 0.022 0.126± 0.013
Table 1: Results of the t to the 1994 and 1995 lepton samples and their ombination.
The unertainties are statistial only.
9In Figure 1 single lepton and di-lepton spetra are shown. The simulation spetra
have been reweighted aording to the result of the t. The orrelation matrix for the
statistial unertainties is shown in Table 2.
BR(b→ℓ−) BR(b→c→ℓ+) BR(b→c¯→ℓ−) χ¯
BR(b→ℓ−) 1.00 -0.241 -0.061 0.086
BR(b→c→ℓ+) 1.00 -0.797 -0.159
BR(b→c¯→ℓ−) 1.00 0.112
χ¯ 1.00
Table 2: Correlation matrix of statistial unertainties in Analysis I.
The following soures of systemati unertainties have been onsidered:
• experimental unertainty related to lepton measurements:
the muon and eletron identiation eienies and the bakground due to hadron
misidentiation have been varied onsidering their measurement unertainties in the
data-simulation omparisons (see Setions 5.1,5.2). To aount for eets related to
the dierene in topology between the test samples used in Setions 5.1,5.2 and
the hadroni environment, an additional unertainty of ± 2% has been applied to
the eienies, as estimated from simulation. As a onsequene, the total relative
unertainties assumed on the leptons eienies were ± 2.5% and ± 3% for muons
and eletrons, respetively. The residual ontamination in the eletron sample due
to onverted photons has been varied by ± 10%.
The angular distribution between di-leptons is well desribed by simulation, therefore
the angular ut of 90o is assumed not to add any systemati unertainty.
The t has been performed using for the pt alulation both the jet diretion and the
seondary vertex diretion. Half the dierene between the results has been used as
systemati unertainty.
• experimental unertainty related to the b-avour tagging:
eienies to tag c and uds quarks have been varied by 9% and 22%, respetively,
aording to the unertainties in [11℄. The partial deay widths Rb and Rc have
been varied aording to their measurement unertainties.
The orretion fators for the orrelation between the b-tag and the leptons (ρe , ρµ)
have been varied by twie their statistial unertainties. The dependene on lepton
momentum of the orrelation has also been studied. Sine the b-tag eieny is
higher in presene of high momentum leptons, the lepton spetrum in hemispheres
opposite to a b-tagged one is slightly biased towards low momenta. A orretion has
been estimated with simulation omparing spetra in tagged and non tagged events
and the full eet has been assumed as a systemati unertainty.
The stability of the result as a funtion of the ut on the b-avour tagging variable
has been heked to be ompatible with the orresponding statistial utuations.
• modelling unertainty related to the assumed physial parameters:
the mean value and the range of variation of several physial parameters used in
the simulation was alulated aording to referenes [2℄, [14℄ and [17℄. In partiular
they have been varied: the mean frational energy of b and c hadrons, the branhing
frations assumed for b → τ → ℓ, b → J/Ψ → ℓ, c → ℓ and the fration of gluon
splitting to heavy quarks. The lepton distribution from the upper vertex was
studied by varying the ontributions of Ds → ℓ
−X and D¯0(D−) → ℓ−X of the
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Figure 1: Comparison of data and simulation spetra. The simulation spetra have
been reweighted aording to the result of the t. (a) Transverse momentum distribution
for single eletrons and muons. b→ x indiates b deays to misidentied or deaying
hadrons. (b)(()) Combined momentum distribution for the two leptons in di-lepton
events, identied in opposite jets and having the opposite (same) harge. pminc refers to
the minimum ombined momentum of the two leptons. In the legend of (b) and () the
lepton origin in the two hemispheres is desribed, the label mix refers to events where
B0 − B¯0 mixing ourred.
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1
Error Soure Range ∆BR(b→ℓ−) ∆BR(b→c→ℓ+) ∆BR(b→c¯→ℓ−) ∆χ¯
10−2 10−2 10−2 10−2
eletron eieny ±3% ∓0.15 ∓0.14 ∓0.06 ±0.02
misidentied e ±8% ∓0.05 ∓0.14 ∓0.06 ±0.04
onverted photons ±10% <0.01 ∓0.06 ∓0.03 ±0.01
µ eieny ±2.5% ∓0.14 ∓0.18 ∓0.05 ±0.06
misid. µ barrel, forward ±6.5%,17% ∓0.01 ∓0.15 ∓0.06 ±0.02
jet diretion see text +0.05 -0.03 -0.08 + 0.6
εc ±9% ±0.02 ∓0.01 ∓0.01 ±0.03
εuds ±22% ±0.01 ±0.02 <0.01 ∓0.02
ℓ− b orrelation ±1% ∓0.05 ∓0.11 ∓0.03 ±0.03
ℓ− b orr. p dependene see text ∓ 0.04 ± 0.03 ∓0.01 ∓ 0.04
Rb 0.21643± 0.00073 [17℄ <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01
Rc 0.1694± 0.0038 [17℄ <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01
xE(b) 0.702± 0.008 [14℄ ∓0.11 ±0.07 ±0.04 ∓0.15
xE(c) 0.484± 0.008 [14℄ ∓0.02 ±0.03 ∓0.03 ±0.02
b→W→D
b→W→Ds
(1.28+1.52−0.61) [14℄ ±0.03
+0.20
−0.11
−0.23
+0.13
−0.09
+0.07
BR(b→ τ → ℓ) (0.459± 0.071)% [2℄ ∓0.02 ∓0.03 ∓0.04 ±0.02
BR(b→ J/ψ → ℓ+ℓ−) (0.07± 0.01)% [2℄ ∓0.03 ±0.01 ±0.01 ∓0.09
BR(c→ℓ+) (9.85± 0.32)% [17℄ ∓0.01 ∓0.03 ∓0.04 ±0.01
g → cc¯ (3.19± 0.46)% [17℄ <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01
g → bb¯ (0.251± 0.063)% [17℄ <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 ±0.01
total systemati ±0.26 ±0.38 ±0.25 ±0.64
Semilept.mod.b→ ℓ[14℄ ACCMM (+ISGW−ISGW∗∗)
−0.24
+0.41
+0.23
−0.29
+0.14
−0.23
−0.23
+0.28
Semilept.mod.c→ ℓ[14℄ ACCMM1(+ACCMM2−ACCMM3)
−0.08
+0.07
−0.11
+0.01
−0.03
+0.02
−0.33
+0.34
total models
−0.25
+0.42
+0.23
−0.31
+0.14
−0.23
−0.40
+0.44
Table 3: Summary of systemati unertainties in the analysis of single and di-lepton events. Ranges given in % orrespond to relative
variations around the entral value.
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amount suggested in [14℄. Varying the B hadron omposition was found to produe
negligible eet.
• the modelling unertainty related to dierent semileptoni deay models has been
alulated aording to [14℄. Thus the ISGW and ISGW
∗∗
models have been used
as onventional referenes for evaluating the semileptoni deay model unertainty
and this variation represents the dominant soure of systemati unertainty.
• the nite statistis used in the simulation was heked to introdue a negligible
systemati error.
The summary of systemati unertainties is given in Table 3.
In onlusion from a t to single and di-lepton events from data olleted with the
DELPHI detetor in 1994 and 1995, the semileptoni branhing frations BR(b→ℓ−),
BR(b→c→ℓ+), BR(b→c¯→ℓ−) and the average bmixing parameter χ¯ have been measured:
BR(b→ℓ−) = (10.71± 0.11(stat)± 0.26(syst)−0.25+0.42(model))%
BR(b→c→ℓ+) = (8.05± 0.39(stat)± 0.38(syst)+0.23−0.31(model))%
BR(b→c¯→ℓ−) = (1.64± 0.35(stat)± 0.25(syst)+0.14−0.23(model))%
χ¯ = 0.126± 0.013(stat)± 0.006(syst)± 0.004(model)
7 Analysis II: Measurement of semileptoni b deays
from single leptons and jet-harge
In this analysis a sample of b enrihed events was obtained by applying b-avour tagging
separately to eah hemisphere of the event, only events with the thrust axis ontained
in the region |cosθthrust| < 0.8 were used. The b tagging algorithm exploited only the
information from the impat parameters of the traks from harged partiles assigned to
the hemisphere: the ut seleted 69.2 % of bb¯ , 12.9 % of cc¯ and 1.1 % of uds events, so
that the fration of b events in the sample was Pb = 84.0%. Leptons were seleted from
all the harged partiles with momentum p > 3 GeV/c, lying in the hemisphere opposite
to the b-tagged hemisphere within the aeptane of the HPC or muon hambers.
The lepton was then used as a seed to reonstrut the position of the b deay vertex,
by applying the algorithm originally developed for lifetime and osillation measurements
(for details, see e.g. [20℄). A vertex was found in 92.5 ± 0.2 (92.3 ± 0.1)% of the ases in
the data (simulation). The diretion of the b-hadron was then obtained by averaging the
diretion of the jet ontaining the lepton with the one of the vetor joining the primary
to the seondary vertex: when the vertex was not reonstruted, only the jet diretion
was used. The energy of the b hadron was omputed from the sum of the energy of the
harged and neutral partiles assigned to its jet and the missing energy in the hemisphere
(omputed as desribed in [21℄). The resolution was σ(EB)/EB ≃ 12%. This allowed the
entire b-hadron four-momentum to be reonstruted, by assuming an average mass of ≃
5.3 GeV/c2.
Leptons from diret b→ℓ−deays were then separated from the other soures of lep-
tons by means of kinematis and harge orrelation, as desribed in the following. The
momentum of the lepton in the b-hadron rest frame, k∗, was omputed by boosting bak
the lepton into the b-hadron rest frame: the resolution was about σk∗ ≃ 200 MeV/c. The
k∗ spetra for b→ℓ−, b→c→ℓ+, c→ℓ+ deays in the simulation were tuned as desribed
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in setion 5.3 and varied aording to the presriptions already desribed to ompute the
systemati unertainty.
The harge of the lepton, Qℓ, was ompared to the one of the b jet measured in the
opposite hemisphere, Qb. Negleting mixing, the produt λQ = Qℓ · Qb should be, in
ase of perfet measurement, -1/3 (+1/3) for leptons from diret (asade) deays. The
harge of the b quark was determined in eah hemisphere by properly ombining several
quantities (jet harge, vertex harge, harge of any kaon or lepton from b deay, harge
of leading fragmentation partiles: a detailed desription of the method an be found in
[22℄), suh that λQ atually ranged between -1 (mostly b→ℓ−) and +1 (mostly b→c→ℓ+).
Figure 2 shows the λQ distribution for the data and simulation. The fration of wrong
harge assignment, for a given λQ range, depends on several quantities related both to
the b hadron prodution and deay mehanisms (B mixing, fragmentation, lepton and
K prodution in b deays, b harged multipliity, et.) and to the detetor performane
(traking, vertexing, partile identiation), whih are in some ases not well known. To
redue the systemati unertainty, the fration of orret tags was determined in the data,
as explained in Setion 7.1.
For the previous analysis the harge orrelation was only available for the di-lepton
sample whereas λQ an be determined for all events: it should be noted however that
the disrimination power of this variable is smaller. Therefore the two analyses are
omplementary. Only 1994 data were used for this analysis.
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Figure 2: Distribution of the harge orrelation variable λQ = Qℓ · Qb for data and
simulation.
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7.1 Determination of the branhing frations
The b semileptoni branhing frations were obtained by means of a binned χ2 t.
Leptons in the data and in the simulation were olleted in two-dimensional bins, aord-
ing to their k∗ and λQ values, so as to exploit fully the disriminating power of the two
variables. The k∗ bins had adjustable widths, dened suh as to orrespond to at least
40 entries in eah bin. The range of the λQ values was divided into an even number
(NλQ) of bins of the equal width, 4 λQ and 25 k
∗
bins were used.
Events in the simulation were assigned to one of the seven lasses desribed in Setion
6.1 depending on their origin. Leptons from lasses (d) to (g) were normalized to the
data aording to the number of hadroni events, known branhing ratios and eieny
orretion fators. The normalization fators for the lasses (a), (b) and () were instead
determined from the t and used to ompute the branhing frations for the diret (b→ℓ−)
and asade (b→c→ℓ+, b→c¯→ℓ−) semileptoni deays. Figure 3 shows the tted k∗
distribution in four dierent λQ bins.
The fration of orret harge tags in eah λQ bin was determined while performing
the t. For this purpose, the total number of simulated events belonging to the lass α
(α=a,b,) and falling in the ith (jth) k∗ (λQ ) bin (N αMC(i, j)) were multiplied by a linear
orretion fator:
N α(i, j) = NMC
α(i, j) · (1 + δαj )
where N α(i, j) is the number of data events in the same bin. The δ oeients would be
zero if the simulation desribed the data perfetly. They were left as free parameters in
the t with the following onstraints:
• for a given λQ bin, δ does not depend on k∗
• δaj = δ
c
j = δ
b
k , where k is the λQ bin with opposite harge with respet to j (k =
NλQ + 1− j);
•
∑
i,jN
α(i, j) =
∑
i,jN
α
MC(i, j) for every α
The rst requirement follows from the fat that the λQ value is omputed in the hemi-
sphere opposite to the lepton, and is therefore unorrelated with the value of k∗ and with
all other lepton deay properties. The seond onstraint expresses the fat that leptons
from diret and asade deays populate mainly ells that are symmetri with respet to
λQ . The third onstraint ensures that the total number of events is onserved. Values of
δ of about -7% and +4% have been obtained for lasses (a) and (b,), respetively. The
t results did not hange signiantly if the same orretion was applied to the simulated
leptons of the other lasses (d-g).
The proedure was performed separately for muons and eletrons: onsistent results
were found. The χ2 per degree of freedom was 0.95 for muons and 1.23 for eletrons,
There was no appreiable dierene in the χ2 when using dierent models to desribe the
lepton spetra.
BR(b→ℓ−) BR(b→c→ℓ+) BR(b→c¯→ℓ−)
BR(b→ℓ−) 1.00 0.017 -0.228
BR(b→c→ℓ+) 1.00 -0.928
BR(b→c¯→ℓ−) 1.00
Table 4: Correlation matrix of statistial unertainties in Analysis II.
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λQ bins.
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Error Soure Range ∆BR(b→ℓ−) ∆BR(b→c→ℓ+) ∆BR(b→c¯→ℓ−)
10−2 10−2 10−2
eletron eieny ±3.% ∓0.15 ∓0.12 ∓0.09
misidentied eletrons
and onverted photons ±8.%,±10% ±0.01 ∓0.03 ∓0.08
µ eieny ±2.5% ∓0.17 ∓0.09 ∓0.07
misidentied µ ±6.5% <0.01 < 0.01 ∓0.07
εc ±9% ±0.14 ±0.10 ±0.03
εuds ±22% ±0.03 ±0.02 <0.01
ℓ-btag orrelation ±1.% ∓0.05 ∓0.11 ∓0.03
Rb 0.21643± 0.00073 [17℄ <0.01 <0.01 <0.01
Rc 0.1694± 0.0038 [17℄ ±0.01 ±0.01 ∓0.01
binning ± 2 bins ± 0.05 ±0.05 ±0.05
total experimental ±0.28 ±0.22 ±0.16
xE(b) 0.702± 0.008 [14℄ < 0.01 < 0.01 < 0.01
xE(c) 0.484± 0.008 [14℄ ∓0.02 ±0.02 < 0.01
b→W→D
b→W→Ds
(1.28+1.52−0.61) [14℄ ±0.03
+0.20
−0.11
−0.23
+0.13
BR(b→ τ → ℓ) (0.459± 0.071)% [2℄ ∓0.01 ∓0.04 ∓0.10
BR(b→ J/ψ → ℓ+ℓ−) (0.07± 0.01)% [2℄ ∓0.02 ±0.01 ∓0.02
BR(c→ℓ+) (9.85± 0.32)% [17℄ ∓0.01 < 0.01 ∓0.02
g → cc¯ (3.19± 0.46)% [17℄ <0.01 <0.01 <0.01
g → bb¯ (0.251± 0.063)% [17℄ <0.01 <0.01 <0.01
total systematis ±0.28 ±0.28 ±0.27
Semilept.mod.b→ ℓ[14℄ ACCMM (+ISGW−ISGW∗∗)
−0.33
+0.53
−0.27
+0.44
+0.56
−0.84
Semilept.mod.c→ ℓ[14℄ ACCMM1(+ACCMM2−ACCMM3)
−0.08
+0.06
−0.22
+0.09
+0.07
−0.05
total models
−0.34
+0.53
−0.35
+0.50
+0.56
−0.84
Table 5: Summary of systemati unertainties in the analysis of lepton vs jet harge. Ranges given in % orrespond to relative variations
around the entral value.
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The nal results, averaged between eletrons and muons, are:
BR(b→ℓ−) = (10.78± 0.14(stat)± 0.28(syst)−0.34+0.53(model))%
BR(b→c→ℓ+) = ( 7.59± 0.69(stat)± 0.28(syst)−0.35+0.50(model))%
BR(b→c¯→ℓ−) = ( 2.00± 0.49(stat)± 0.27(syst)+0.56−0.84(model)%
The average orrelation matrix for the statistial unertainties is shown in Table 4. The
breakdown of the systemati unertainties for the t is presented in Table 5. The variation
of the k∗ resolution auses small dierenes in the bins population whih are inluded in
the binning error.
8 Analysis III: Measurement of semileptoni b deays
by applying a multitag method
A measurement of BR(b → µ) and BR(b → c(c¯) → µ) using data olleted with the
DELPHI detetor between 1992 and 1995 is presented here. Muons were identied as
desribed in Setion 5.1.
In this analysis the ontributions of uds, c and b avours were separated in an inlusive
way using a multitag method whih used almost all the hadroni events, beause it was
based on a avour deonvolution without the need for any further uts. One important
by-produt of the method was a systemati and independent analysis of the muon bak-
ground; as this study annot be simply applied at eletrons due to the presene of photon
onversions, all the analysis has been performed with muons only.
The seletion of the hadroni events was the same as in Setion 3 exept that ve
harged partiles instead of seven were required to selet the event, and the event thrust
axis was required to satisfy | cos θth| < 0.75.
The total numbers of seleted events both in real and simulated data are shown in
Table 6.
8.1 Flavour tagging
The uds, c and b events were separated using the multivariate analysis whih was pre-
viously applied to the Γbb¯/Γhad determination [11℄. In eah event hemisphere dened with
respet to the thrust axis, a set of disriminating variables, alled disriminators, were
alulated, using lifetime information and event shape variables. These were ombined in
the multivariate avour tagging algorithm [23℄ and the avour ondene algorithm [11℄.
The outputs of these two algorithms were then ombined as in [11℄. By applying uts
to the ombined disriminator and, as in [11℄, using the enhaned impat parameter tag
to dene the b-tight ategory, eah hemisphere was lassied in one of the following six
ategories: uds-loose, uds-tight, harm, b-loose, b-standard and b-tight, numbered from
1 to 6 respetively.
The 6 hemisphere ategories provide 21 orresponding event ategories and hene 21
equations from whih the 18-3 independent probabilities, εji , of lassifying a hemisphere
of avour j in ategory i (j = b, c, uds and i = 1, ..., 6) and the 3-1 independent Rj
values, the frations of avour j hemispheres in the whole sample, might be determined
from a t to the data. But in pratie, beause of a rotational ambiguity in the system,
3 additional inputs have to be given. As in [11℄, these were hosen to be Rc and the
probabilities εudsb−tight and ε
c
b−tight of lassifying harm and uds hemispheres in the b-tight
ategory.
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1992 1993 1994 1995 Total
Simulated 1 369 156 1 232 678 2 275 552 712 868 5 590 254
Real data 486 357 471 437 971 448 467 809 2 397 051
Table 6: Total numbers of seleted events for Analysis III
In this analysis the main output of this step is the determination of the probabilities
εji , and hene the avour ontent of the dierent hemisphere ategories, rather than
that of Rb. The uts on the ombined disriminators have therefore been re-optimized
with respet to [11℄. The ut on the extended impat parameter tag, however, was
kept unhanged in order to keep the values of εudsb−tight and ε
c
b−tight unhanged from those
determined in [11℄. The value of Rb obtained was Rb = 0.21741± 0.00065 (stat).
The two main features of this method are the minimal orrelation between hemispheres
(beause the event vertex was omputed independently in eah hemisphere) and the diret
measurement of the tagging eienies and of the avour omposition from the data.
Sine 1994, due to the introdution of double sided silion detetors measuring z as well
as rφ, a better b-avour tagging has been ahieved.
8.2 Flavour deonvolution
The aim of the avour deonvolution was to extrat the spetra of the muon variables
p, pint and p
out
t for eah avour, where p is the momentum of the muon andidate and
pint and p
out
t are its transverse momentum with respet to the jet axis inluding (p
in
t ) or
exluding (poutt ) the muon in the denition of the jet. Hereafter any of these variables
will be referred to as z. The inputs to the avour deonvolution were the distributions
of these variables for eah of the six ategories dened in the previous setion: the
ategory assigned to an identied muon was the ategory found by the tagging in the
opposite hemisphere, in order to avoid orrelations between the hemisphere tagging and
the presene of the muon.
A χ2 was then onstruted using the number nµi (z) of identied muons in a given
ategory, i, in an interval of z:
χ2 =
∑
i
(
nµi (z)−Nhem
(∑
j ε
j
iRjD
µ
j (z)
))2
nµi (z)
(1)
where Nhem is the total number of hemispheres, Rj and ε
j
i are the avour frations and
tagging probabilities extrated from the data as just explained above, and Dµj (z) is the
spetrum of the z variable for avour j extrated from the avour deonvolution. The
above formula neglets orrelations between the hemisphere tagging and muon seletion
eienies in opposite hemispheres.
The minimization of this χ2 funtion leads to a set of three linear equations for eah
z bin, where the three unknowns are the omponents of the spetrum in eah avour:
Dµuds(z), D
µ
c (z), D
µ
b (z). These quantities, and their errors, were omputed by solving
these equations.
Thus, as a result of the deonvolution, the spetra of identied muons in the dierent
avours were obtained. They an be written as a funtion of the dierent soures of
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muons:
nµuds(z) = NhemRudsD
µ
uds(z) = n
bgµ
uds(z)
nµc (z) = NhemRcD
µ
c (z) = n
pµ
c (z) + n
bgµ
c (z) (2)
nµb (z) = NhemRbD
µ
b (z) = n
pµ
b (z) + n
bgµ
b (z)
where nbgµuds(z), n
bgµ
c (z) and n
bgµ
b (z) are the distributions of bakground muons for dierent
avours, and npµc (z) and n
pµ
b (z) are the distributions of prompt muons oming from c and
b deays respetively.
This method of avour deonvolution an also be applied to other kinds of partiles
and observables. For example, the deonvolution an be applied to all harged partiles.
The distributions obtained with harged partiles are interesting results in themselves,
but are here used only to ompute the bakgrounds nbgµc (z) and n
bgµ
b (z) from n
bgµ
uds(z), as
desribed in the next setion.
8.3 Bakground extration and hadron misidentiation proba-
bility
In this analysis, a bakground muon was dened as any partile identied as a muon
that either was not a muon, or was a muon but from a light hadron (mainly pion or
kaon) deay. Following this denition, all identied muons in uds events were taken as
bakground. The misidentiation probability, ηuds, was then dened as the fration of
harged partiles identied as muons in uds events:
ηuds(z) =
nµuds(z)
ntkuds(z)
(3)
where ntkuds(z) is the spetrum of harged partiles with the same kinemati uts as the
muons in the uds setor.
This an be expressed as:
ηuds(z) = η
π(z)fπuds(z) + η
K(z)fKuds(z) + η
µ(z)fµuds(z) + η
o(z)f ouds(z) (4)
where ηπ(z) and ηK(z) are the misidentiation probabilities for pions and kaons, fπuds(z)
and fKuds(z) are the frations of pions and kaons for the uds avour, f
µ
uds(z) is the fration
of muons oming from π and K deays in ight and ηµ(z) is their identiation eieny,
and f ouds(z) and η
o(z) are respetively the fration and the misidentiation probability
of other harged partiles, whih are mainly protons. The frations for the dierent
avours and partiles have been measured in DELPHI [24℄, and agree with the preditions
obtained with the JETSET simulation program and used in this analysis. The spei
misidentiation probabilities (ηπ(z), ηK(z), ...) were supposed to be avour independent
but, sine the frations of these partiles are not the same in uds, c and b events, a dierent
misidentiation probability was evaluated for eah avour (ηuds, ηc and ηb). Equation
(4) was used to extrat ηπ(z), taking ηuds(z) from the data and αKπ = η
K(z)/ηπ(z), ηµ(z)
and ηo(z) from the simulation. Then, from equations analogous to (4) written for c and
b avours, ηc and ηb were alulated.
The misidentiation probabilities obtained with this method were ompared with
those obtained using a tight anti-b ut in Setion 5.1, and good agreement was observed.
One the misidentiation probability for eah avour was omputed, the numbers
of bakground muons per hemisphere for a variable z, i.e. the nbgµ(z) in (2), were ob-
tained by multiplying them by the number of harged partiles per hemisphere for eah
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avour. Subtrating these ontaminations from the muon andidates per hemisphere, it
was possible to determine the distributions of prompt muons.
8.4 Fitting of prompt muon distribution
In order to measure the branhing frations BR(b → µ) and BR(b → c(c¯) → µ), the
following χ2 funtion was then minimized:
χ2 =
m∑
i=1
(
npµb (zi)− n
pµ,th
b (zi)
)2
npµb (zi)
(5)
where m is the number of bins, npµb (zi) is the distribution of prompt muons measured as
desribed above, and npµ,thb (zi) is a model expetation whih an be written as:
npµ,thb (z) = NhemRb
(
1 +BR(g → bb¯)
)
× [ǫb→µ(z)Pb→µ(z)BR(b→ µ)+ ǫb→c(c¯)→µ(z)Pb→c(c¯)→µ(z)BR(b→ c(c¯)→ µ)
]
(6)
+nµb→τ→µ(z) + n
µ
b→J/ψ→µ(z) + n
µ
g→cc¯→µ(z)
where BR(b → µ) and BR(b → c(c¯) → µ) are the only unknowns, and Pb→µ(z) and
Pb→c(c¯)→µ(z) are the true spetra of muons oming from b → µ and b → c(c¯) → µ
deays whih were taken from dierent models: for the entral value, the ACCMM model
has been used for b → µ deays and the ACCMM1 model for c → µ deays. The
additional terms nµb→τ→µ(z), n
µ
b→J/ψ→µ(z) and n
µ
g→cc¯→µ(z) are the ontributions to prompt
muons oming from b → τ → µ, b → J/ψ → µ and g → cc¯ → µ deays, respetively.
The shapes of these distributions have been taken diretly from the simulation, but the
reommendations of [14℄ have been followed for their normalizations.
The fators ǫb→µ and ǫb→c(c¯)→µ are global eieny fators whih ontain the produt
of the eienies for the momentum ut (p > 3 GeV/c) and the muon geometrial
aeptane, evaluated for eah of the two onsidered hannels, and the muon identiation
eieny.
8.5 Results and systemati errors
The semileptoni branhing frations were obtained minimizing the binned χ2 of equa-
tion (5). In order to hek the validity of the method, a test was performed using simulated
data. Figure 4 shows a omparison between the muon poutt distributions at generation
level and after deonvolution. A small disrepany is visible in the b sample. The dif-
ferene between the generated values of the semileptoni branhing frations and the t
results were found to be 0.8% and 1.4% for the diret and asade muons, respetively.
These dierenes take into aount the approximations used in the analysis. They were
used to orret the results obtained with data and were also taken as systemati error
ontributions.
The results obtained applying the tting proedure to the real data are shown in
Table 7. It an be seen that some variables, whih separate the dierent ontributions
in dierent regions, are more disriminant than others. For the transverse momentum,
b → c(c¯) → µ events are onentrated at low values, while b → µ events are mainly
situated at high transverse momentum. On the other hand in the p distribution, in the low
momentum region both ontributions are of similar importane. Thus the errors on the
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Figure 4: Separation of poutt spetra of andidate muons between the three avors. The
upper part of eah plot ompares the results of the deonvolution in simulated data
(points) with the generated spetra (solid line); the lower part shows the ratio between
these two distributions.
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b→ µ b→ c(c¯)→ µ χ2/dof
(%) (%)
p 10.78 ± 0.28 9.22 ± 0.46 25.38/27
1992 pint 10.79 ± 0.25 9.68 ± 0.42 25.20/32
poutt 10.75 ± 0.22 9.81 ± 0.37 22.75/32
p 10.77 ± 0.29 9.24 ± 0.50 30.62/27
1993 pint 10.68 ± 0.25 9.77 ± 0.45 30.02/32
poutt 10.63 ± 0.22 9.78 ± 0.40 41.62/32
p 10.77 ± 0.18 9.60 ± 0.25 43.05/27
1994 pint 10.73 ± 0.16 9.43 ± 0.28 27.74/32
poutt 10.62 ± 0.14 9.54 ± 0.24 37.16/32
p 10.76 ± 0.29 9.69 ± 0.45 18.82/27
1995 pint 10.72 ± 0.24 9.86 ± 0.41 24.21/32
poutt 10.67 ± 0.21 9.93 ± 0.36 39.26/32
Table 7: Fit result for the real data (the errors are only statistial).
semileptoni branhing frations extrated using the transverse momentum distributions
are expeted to be lower than those obtained using the momentum distribution.
One the b semileptoni branhing frations have been tted, it is possible to alu-
late the b → µ and the b → c(c¯) → µ spetra using the model spetra Pb→µ(z) and
Pb→c(c¯)→µ(z). The results are displayed in Figure 5 for eah year of data taking. The
small ontributions oming from the b→ τ → µ and b→ J/ψ → µ deay hannels, taken
diretly from the simulation, are also shown.
Soures of systemati unertainties have been grouped into several dierent ategories.
Here we omment briey on the features that are spei to this analysis:
• muon misidentiation: The independent determination of the bakground distri-
butions in this analysis is aeted by
 the values of fπb , f
K
b , f
µ
b and f
o
b whih are the frations of pions, kaons, muons
(oming from π and K deays in ight), and other harged partiles in b events;
the entral values were taken from JETSET and the errors (σ) in the table are
taken from [24℄; 2σ ranges are taken to onservatively over the degree to whih
the DELPHI data [24℄ orroborated the JETSET values.
 the misidentiation probabilities spei to the partiles suh as ηπ, whih has
been evaluated from ηuds, the ratio αKπ, whih has been taken from simula-
tion, and ηµ and ηo, whose ontribution is small and has also been taken from
simulation.
• hemisphere tagging: in order to use the multivariate method, three parameters had
to be xed externally: Rc and the probabilities ε
uds
b−tight and ε
c
b−tight; the variations
of the latter probabilities orrespond to their systemati unertainties as evaluated
in [11℄. The variation orresponding to the dierene between the Rb value resulting
from this analysis and the referene value used from the other three analyses was
found to be negligible.
• analysis method: here the eets of dierent hoies made in our analysis are on-
sidered, namely (i) the hoie of the variable (i.e. p, pint or p
out
t ), (ii) the eet of
using a looser muon seletion, (iii) the inuene of hanging the number of bins of
our variables, and (iv) the eet of the bias shown in Figure 4 and disussed above.
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Figure 5: Comparison of the poutt distributions of prompt muons for the b avour in real
data (dots) with the distributions obtained using the semileptoni branhing frations
(histograms). The ontributions of dierent proesses are displayed.
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For eah year the results obtained with the three variables were averaged assuming
omplete orrelation in the statistial error. After averaging over the four years, taking
into aount the orrelations between the systemati errors, the results are:
BR(b→ µ) = (10.71± 0.11(stat)± 0.28(syst)−0.37+0.44(model))%
BR(b→ c(c¯)→ µ) = ( 9.62± 0.19(stat)± 0.41(syst)+0.52−0.49(model))%
9 Analysis IV: Measurement of semileptoni b deays
from inlusive b-hadron reonstrution and harge
orrelation
In this analysis the harge orrelation between the b quark and the lepton produed
in its deay was used to measure the semileptoni deay rates of b-hadrons. The two
dierent ases leading to the like harges, diret deay (b→ℓ−) and upper deay vertex
( b→c¯→ℓ−), were separated on the basis of dierent lepton momentum regions.
To use the harge orrelation method, b-hadrons ontaining a b-quark, Hb, needed to
be separated from those ontaining a b¯-quark, Hb¯. This separation was aomplished in
four steps: 1) by isolating bb¯ events, 2) by reonstruting the b-hadron deay vertex, 3) by
identifying the traks from the b-hadron vertex and nally 4) by estimating the hadron
harge. The details of these four steps are desribed below in setion 9.1.1 to 9.1.4. After
the separation, the sign of the harge of the b-quark and that of the lepton were ompared,
and eah lepton was lassied into like-sign or opposite-sign ategories. The t of
the like-sign spetrum was performed assuming the sample was omposed of b→ℓ−and
b→c¯→ℓ−deays, whereas the opposite-sign spetrum assumed only b→c→ℓ+deays.
9.1 B reonstrution and separation between Hb and Hb¯
9.1.1 Event seletion
Hadroni events were seleted in the same manner as desribed in Setion 3 and the
event thrust axis was required to be within the region | cos θthrust| < 0.75 to ensure a good
b-tagging eieny. In addition, good detetor operating onditions were required for all
detetors, inluding the RICH detetor, used for hadron identiation. Suh requirements
led to the seletion of 644 792 and 223 082 events in 1994 and 1995 data taking periods,
respetively. Eah event was then divided into two hemispheres with respet to the thrust
axis, and the ombined b-tagging algorithm desribed in Setion 4 was applied to selet
hemispheres enrihed in b-hadron ontent. The number of tagged hemispheres whih
ontain a b quark was estimated using the same tehnique as in Setion 6.1. A slightly
dierent ut on the ombined b-tagging variable was used in this analysis, obtaining
in simulation the following c and uds eienies: εb = (42.50 ± 0.06(stat))%, εc =
(3.01±0.02(stat))%, εuds = (0.329±0.003(stat))%. This led to the purity of all b-tagged
hemisphere being (92.6± 0.3(stat))%.
For eah b-tagged hemisphere, lepton andidates were seleted in the opposite hemi-
sphere using the same riteria as in Setion 5. This method avoids introduing a bias
on the relative fration of the dierent b-hadron speies in the hemispheres where lepton
andidates were seleted.
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9.1.2 Reonstrution of the b-hadron vertex
In reonstruting the b-hadron deay vertex, the rapidity method presented in referene
[25℄ was used. The referene axis for the rapidity alulation was dened by the jet
diretion obtained using the LUCLUS algorithm with the transverse momentum as the
distane between jets and the parameter djoin set to 5 GeV/c. The rapidity of eah harged
and neutral partile with respet to the referene axis was alulated, the partiles outside
the entral rapidity window of ±1.5 were seleted as b−hadron deay produts and used
to reonstrut the seondary vertex. A raw b-hadron mass and energy were omputed
from the sum of the momentum vetors of the seleted partiles in the jet. These values
were orreted depending on the reonstruted mass and hemisphere energy. This led
to a relative energy resolution of about 7% for 75% of the b hadrons whih onstitute a
Gaussian distribution, with the remainder making a tail at higher energies.
9.1.3 Identifying traks from the b-hadron deay vertex
For eah harged partile a probability, Pi, that the partile originated from a b-hadron
deay rather than from fragmentation was alulated using a neural network. It took into
aount the partile rapidity and momentum, its probability to originate from the primary
vertex, its probability to originate from the tted seondary vertex, the ight distane
and the energy of the hemisphere. Figure 6(a) shows the omparison between the real
data and the simulation.
9.1.4 Classiation of Hb and Hb¯
For eah hemisphere, the vertex harge QB =
∑
QiPi and its unertainty σQB =√∑
Pi(1− Pi) were alulated by using the probability, Pi, and the harge, Qi, of eah
partile. These values, ombined with the harge of the identied kaon from b-hadron
deay, the jet harge and the harge of the leading fragmentation partile were fed into
a neural network to lassify a b-hadron into Hb or Hb¯. The jet harge was dened as:
Qjet =
∑
Qi·|
−→pi ·
−→
t |κ∑
|−→pi ·
−→
t |κ
, where
−→
t is the diretion of the thrust axis and −→pi is the momentum
of the trak. Using simulation, the weighting exponent κ was tuned to optimize the
probability of orretly assigning the harge of b-hadron and was hosen to be 0.6. Figure
6(b) shows the omparison between the real data and the simulation.
9.2 Measurements
9.2.1 Lepton seletion
The lepton identiation was performed as in Setion 5. In addition, the lepton andi-
date was required to originate from the b-hadron deay vertex by requiring its probability
Pi to be larger than 0.5.
For eah seleted lepton, its momentum k∗, in the b-hadron rest frame, was alulated
using the b-hadron four-momentum alulated in Setion 9.1.2. Sine the average resolu-
tion on k∗ is 0.1 GeV/c, the k∗ distribution was hosen with a bin width of 0.2 GeV/c to
redue migration eets.
9.2.2 Fitting and results
The k∗ distributions of leptons lassied as like-sign and opposite-sign were om-
pared to the expeted spetra from simulation and the branhing frations were extrated
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by means of a χ2 binned t. The bakground ontributions whih may arise from non-
b events, non-b-deay produts and wrongly identied leptons were estimated from the
simulation and subtrated. Any inorretly determined harge of the b-quark led to the
mislassiation of leptons from like-sign to opposite-sign and vie versa. The amount
of mislassied leptons was rst estimated from the simulation and used in the t of the
lepton spetra. The fration of eah type of deay obtained from the t was then used
to adjust the amount of mislassied leptons. This proess was repeated until the tting
results onverged.
The following results have been obtained, and Figure 7 shows the results of the t
using the ACCMM model, where the unertainties are only statistial:
1994 1995 ombined
BR(b→ ℓ−)(%) 10.78± 0.18 10.67± 0.30 10.75± 0.15
BR(b→ c→ ℓ+)(%) 8.02± 0.31 7.92± 0.52 7.99± 0.27
BR(b→ c¯→ ℓ−)(%) 1.33± 0.32 1.36± 0.50 1.34± 0.30
The following orrelation matrix was found:
BR(b→ℓ−) BR(b→c→ℓ+) BR(b→c¯→ℓ−)
BR(b→ℓ−) 1.00 -0.077 -0.350
BR(b→c→ℓ+) 1.00 -0.603
BR(b→c¯→ℓ−) 1.00
9.3 Systemati unertainties
Sine the b reonstrution and the harge evaluation of the b-hadron were done in the
hemisphere where the lepton andidate was found, the orrelation between the lepton
seletion and the harge determination of the b hadrons must be studied. Although the
lepton information was not inluded in the training of the neural network to obtain the
harge of the b-hadron, a small orrelation of ρbl = 1.036 ± 0.005 was found, where ρbl
represents the ratio of eienies to tag a hemisphere whih ontain a lepton over all
hemispheres. This was used to reweight the Monte Carlo events, and twie the statistial
error on ρbl was used to obtain the ontribution to the systemati unertainty.
A more ritial bias exists between the neural network output and the b-hadron om-
position. The neural network output for a hemisphere ontaining a harged b-hadron
was more likely to give the orret harge of the b-quark than a hemisphere ontaining
a neutral b-hadron. The eet of this bias was to inrease the likelihood of inorretly
determining the harge of the b-quark for neutral b-hadrons. However, artiially adjust-
ing the Monte Carlo weight to aount for this bias resulted in very little hange in the
branhing frations. A more ritial approah was to ompare the measured branhing
frations with the ones obtained without the harge separation. Without the separation,
the lepton spetrum ontained the ontributions from the diret deay and both modes
of the seondary deays. The t of the three modes was performed by alternatively xing
one rate of the two seondary deays modes, starting with the rate of b→ c¯→ ℓ xed to
the result of the analysis, until the t onverged. The dierene between the branhing
ratios obtained in this t and the ones obtained with the harge separation was used as
a systemati unertainty.
The ontributions to the systemati unertainties of the orrelation studies are shown
in the rst part of Table 9. Other soures onsidered for systemati unertainties are as
follows:
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Figure 7: Lepton momentum spetra in the b-hadron rest frame. Plot (a) ((b)) shows
the result of the t with the ACCMM model to the like-sign (opposite-sign) sample .
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• Lepton seletion:
The muon and eletron identiation eienies and the bakground due to hadron
misidentiation were varied onsidering their measurement unertainties in the
data-simulation omparisons (see Setions 5.1, 5.2) as in Analysis I. The residual
ontamination in the eletron sample due to onverted photons has been varied by
± 10%.
• b-tagging
The eienies to tag c and uds quarks, as well as the values of Rb and Ruds, were
varied in the same manner as in Analysis I. The orrelation between the lifetime tag
and the lepton tag was found to be ρe = 1.057±0.005 and ρµ = 1.041±0.005. These
values were varied by twie their statistial unertainties.
• Fitting
The unertainty due to the nite Monte Carlo statistis in the lepton spetrum
tting proedure was evaluated.
• b-hadron omposition
The prodution fration for Λb was taken from [2℄ and set to (10.1
+3.9
−3.1)%, and the
semileptoni branhing fration was set to BR(Λb → ℓν X)) = (7.4± 1.1)% [26℄.
• Models
The mean frational energy of c hadrons was varied aording to [14℄.
The lepton distribution from the upper vertex was studied by varying the ontri-
butions of Ds → ℓ−X and D¯0(D−)→ ℓ−X as suggested in referene [14℄.
The modelling unertainty related to the branhing frations assumed for b→ τ → ℓ,
b→ J/Ψ→ ℓ and to dierent lepton deay models was also alulated aording to
[2℄,[14℄ and [17℄.
The summary of the dierent ontributions to systemati unertainties is given in
Table 9. In onlusion, with the method of harge orrelation, the following results have
been obtained from the data olleted with the DELPHI detetor in 1994 and 1995:
BR(b→ ℓ−) = (10.75± 0.15(stat)± 0.28(syst)−0.24+0.43(model))%
BR(b→ c→ ℓ−) = (7.99± 0.27(stat)± 0.28(syst)−0.21+0.10(model))%
BR(b→ c¯→ ℓ+) = (1.34± 0.30(stat)± 0.27(syst)+0.36−0.58(model))%
10 Combinations of results
A omparison of the results obtained in the dierent analyses desribed in the previous
setions is shown in Table 10. A proedure to ombine them in order to produe a nal
set of physial parameters has been developed. The basi tehnique, named Best Linear
Unbiased Estimator (BLUE) [27℄, determines the best estimate xˆ of a physial parameter
built by a linear ombination of measurements xi obtained by several experiments; the
oeients of the ombination are built from the ovariane matrix Eij of the measured
quantities. The method may be easily applied to determine several physial parameters
simultaneously, by replaing that matrix with the more general one Eiαjβ where the
indies i, j refer to the experiments ( here analyses I to IV ) and α, β identify the dierent
physial parameters (here BR(b→ℓ−) , BR(b→c→ℓ+) et.).
In order to apply this tehnique, it is neessary to estimate the full error matrix E
inluding the o-diagonal elements; it has been determined as the sum of a statistial part
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and a systemati part with the latter aounting for the unertainties on the parameters
used by the analyses and obtained from other measurements.
The statistial part has been built by splitting the statistial error σiα of eah pa-
rameter α determined by the analysis i into two terms: the rst one is omputed from
the observed number of leptons and is onsidered as fully orrelated between dierent
measurements; the other term is omputed in order to keep invariant the total error and
is assumed to be unorrelated.
The estimation of the orrelation between the parameters of dierent analyses is more
ompliated, as it is neessary to aount for the orrelation already present inside eah
single analysis. A reasonable riterion for that is to build the ovariane elements by
multiplying the orrelated parts of the two σiα, desribed above, and by applying a
orrelation fator determined as an average of the orrelation oeients resulting from
the dierent analyses.
The desribed proedure an be applied only for idential data samples, while the dif-
ferent analyses used somewhat dierent data samples; as a onsequene the full statistis
has been divided into non-overlapping subsamples and the desribed proedure has been
applied to eah one of them. To do this the statistial unertainties on the measurements
have been saled by the ratio of the square root of the number of events used by the
orresponding analysis and the square root of the number of events in the subsample
itself. These subsamples do not ontain any ommon event and may be assumed un-
orrelated; the total ovariane matrix may then be obtained by summing the inverse of
eah ovariane matrix and inverting again.
A speial are has been put in handling the results of the multivariate analysis whih
builds up the prompt muon distributions by a linear ombination of distributions obtained
in 6 ategories; the overlap with the b-tagged sample used by the other analyses has been
onservatively assumed as orresponding to the ategory with the biggest purity and
therefore the biggest weight.
The systemati part of the error matrix has been evaluated by expressing a linear
dependene on the external parameters of eah result, and propagating the unertainties
on the parameters themselves; this orresponds to building up the sum of a set of error
matries, one for eah unertainty soure, with orrelation fators equal to 1 for all pairs
of results aeted by the orresponding external parameter, while the systemati errors
relevant to only some of the results have been added as unorrelated. The errors arising
from the unertainties on the deay models have not been used in the ombination to
obtain a result where the dependene on them is most expliit; as these errors give the
biggest ontribution to the total error this also protets from the instabilities desribed
in the ited paper and in others dealing with this topi [27,28℄ . The total systemati
ovariane matrix thus obtained has then been summed to the statistial ovariane
matrix; the inverse of the sum has been used to weight the four analyses results and nd
the ombined value along with the total error.
The following results have been obtained:
BR(b→ℓ−) = (10.70± 0.22)%
BR(b→c→ℓ+) = (7.98± 0.30)%
BR(b→c¯→ℓ−) = (1.61± 0.26)%
χ¯ = 0.127± 0.014
where the total error, exluding model eet, is quoted; the global χ2 of the t is 1.52 for
12-4=8 degrees of freedom.
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The statistial ontribution to the total error has been obtained by propagating the
statistial unertainties on the four analyses output to the ombined values. The system-
ati unertainties breakdown on the ombined values have been obtained by ombining
the error sets given for eah analysis, using the same oeients used to obtain the entral
values; this is equivalent to observing the eet of hanging the ombined values by 1σ
for eah of the error soure. The full table of errors is shown in Table 11; the orrelation
matrix for the statistial and total unertainties is shown in Table 12.
To investigate the eet of the main assumptions done in this ombination ( estimation
of the orrelated part of the error, estimation of the orrelation oeient between dier-
ent parameters determined in dierent analyses ) the proedure has been repeated after
hanging them slightly. The o-diagonal element in the error matrix has been hanged
using the most onservative assumption where a result does not add any information to
another one having a smaller unertainty. Dierent estimations of the orrelation oe-
ient between dierent parameters in dierent analyses have also been tried. Compatible
results have been obtained. The ombination performed using a ovariane matrix built
from the statistial errors only was also found to give very similar results.
11 Conlusions
Four dierent analyses have been used to measure the semileptoni branhing fra-
tions for primary and asade b deays in hadroni Z deays from the data olleted by
the DELPHI experiment at LEP. Results are ompatible and a global average has been
obtained:
BR(b→ℓ−) = (10.70± 0.08(stat)± 0.21(syst)−0.30+0.44(model))%
BR(b→c→ℓ+) = (7.98± 0.22(stat)± 0.21(syst)+0.14−0.20(model))%
BR(b→c¯→ℓ−) = (1.61± 0.20(stat)± 0.17(syst)+0.30−0.44(model))%
χ¯ = 0.127± 0.013(stat)± 0.005(syst)± 0.004(model)
The present result is ompatible with and more preise than the previous DELPHI one
[5℄. It hene supersedes it. It is also ompatible with the reent results of the semileptoni
branhing fration obtained at LEP [3℄ and with theoretial alulations [4℄.
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A Appendix
A.1 Single lepton likelihood
The rst part of the likelihood was onstruted assuming a Poisson probability, using
the single lepton spetra in data and simulation, subdivided in 25×25 bins in the (pt, pl)
plane. The bins were hosen in suh a way to have approximatively the same amount
of data in eah bins. Nine lasses were used, orresponding to the lasses (a) to (g)
mentioned in setion 6.1, with lasses (f) and (g) splitted in two, for bb¯ and non-bb¯
events.
L1 = ln(L1) =
Nbin∑
i=1
∑
j=e,µ
{DAT (i, j)ln(E(i, j))−E(i, j)}
E(i, j) =
Nclass∑
α=1
{P(α)MC(i, j, α)}
where DAT (i, j) represent the data and MC(i, j) the simulated spetra, respetively.
The P(α)(α = 1, 3) oeients are the ratio between the unknown branhing frations
and the orresponding values used in the simulation:
P(1) =
BR(b→ℓ−)
BR(b→ℓ−)sim
, P(2) =
BR(b→c→ℓ+)
BR(b→c→ℓ+)sim
, P(3) =
BR(b→c¯→ℓ−)
BR(b→c¯→ℓ−)sim
whereas the P oeients orresponding to lepton lasses (d) to (g) are xed to the values
given in Table 3.
A.2 Di-lepton likelihood
The seond part of the likelihood was onstruted assuming a Poissonian probability,
using the di-lepton spetra in data and simulation, subdivided in 7×7 bins in the ombined
momentum variables (pminc , p
max
c ).
The bins were hosen in suh a way to have approximatively the same amount of data
in eah bins. Twenty lasses were used, aording to the dierent possible ombinations in
the two opposite hemispheres of the single-lepton lasses (a) to (g) mentioned in setion
6.1.
L2 = ln(L2) =
Mbin∑
i=1
∑
j=ee,µµ,eµ
{ DATsame(i, j)ln(Esame(i, j))− Esame(i, j) +
DATopp.(i, j)ln(Eopp.(i, j))− Eopp.(i, j)}
Esame(i, j) =
Mclass∑
α=1
{S(α)MCsame(i, j, α)}
Eopp.(i, j) =
Mclass∑
α=1
{O(α)MCopp.(i, j, α)}
where DATsame(i, j) ( DATopp.(i, j) ) represent the spetra of di-leptons in data, in op-
posite hemispheres, having the same (opposite) harge and MCsame(i, j) (MCopp.(i, j))
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represent the simulated spetra. The S(α) ( O(α) ) oeients depend on the ratio
between the unknown branhing frations and the orresponding values used in the sim-
ulation and on the mixing probability χ¯. For example for the rst and the seond lasses,
ontaining (b→ℓ−, b→ℓ−) and (b→ℓ−, b→c→ℓ+) di-leptons, respetively:
S(1) = 2χ¯(1− χ¯)P(1)2 = 2χ¯(1− χ¯)(
BR(b→ℓ−)
BR(b→ℓ−)sim
)2
O(1) = (1− 2χ¯(1− χ¯))P(1)2 = (1− 2χ¯(1− χ¯))(
BR(b→ℓ−)
BR(b→ℓ−)sim
)2
S(2) = (1− 2χ¯(1− χ¯))P(1)P(2) = (1− 2χ¯(1− χ¯))
BR(b→ℓ−)BR(b→c→ℓ+)
BR(b→ℓ−)simBR(b→c→ℓ+)sim
O(2) = 2χ¯(1− χ¯)P(1)P(2) = 2χ¯(1− χ¯)
BR(b→ℓ−)BR(b→c→ℓ+)
BR(b→ℓ−)simBR(b→c→ℓ+)sim
The total likelihood is the sum of the single and the di-lepton likelihoods:
L = L1 + L2
In the t P (1), P (2),P (3) and χ¯ are free parameters, whereas the P oeients orre-
sponding to lepton lasses (d) to (g) are xed to the values given in Table 3.
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Soure ∆(b→ µ) ∆(b→ c(c¯)→ µ)
muon eieny (±2.5%) ∓ 0.190 ∓ 0.182
fπb (±2σ) ∓ 0.004 ∓ 0.008
fKb (±2σ) ∓ 0.002 ∓ 0.007
fµb (±2σ) ± 0.003 ± 0.009
f ob (±2σ) ∓ 0.001 ∓ 0.001
ηπ (±2σ) ∓ 0.022 ∓ 0.120
αKπ (±2σ) ± 0.008 ∓ 0.035
ηµ (±2σ) ∓ 0.004 ∓ 0.004
ηo (±2σ) ∓ 0.001 ∓ 0.001
Rb = 0.2170± 0.0009 < 0.01 < 0.01
Rc = 0.1734± 0.0048 < 0.01 < 0.01
εudsb−tight (±15%) ± 0.023 ± 0.010
εcb−tight (±7%) ± 0.007 ± 0.028
Variable ± 0.080 ± 0.150
Muon quality ± 0.082 ± 0.082
Binning ± 0.078 ± 0.079
Bias of the method ± 0.080 ± 0.136
MC statistis ± 0.088 ± 0.163
xE(b) = 0.702± 0.008 ± 0.093 ± 0.165
BR(c→ ℓ) = (9.85± 0.32)% [17℄ ∓ 0.001 ∓ 0.002
BR(b→ τ → ℓ−) = (0.459± 0.071)% [2℄ ∓ 0.014 ∓ 0.096
BR(b→ J/ψ → ℓ−ℓ+) = (0.07± 0.01)% [2℄ ∓ 0.018 ∓ 0.011
BR(g → cc¯) = (3.19± 0.46)% [17℄ ± 0.009 ± 0.010
BR(g → bb¯) = (0.251± 0.063)% [17℄ ∓ 0.033 ∓ 0.043
total systemati ± 0.28 ± 0.41
b→ ℓ ACCMM+ISGW−ISGW∗∗
−0.35
+0.43
+0.52
−0.48
c→ ℓ ACCMM1+ACCMM2−ACCMM3
−0.11
+0.11
−0.12
+0.02
total models
+0.44
−0.37
+0.52
−0.49
Table 8: Analysis III: Systemati unertainties (%) for BR(b → µ) and
BR(b→ c(c¯)→ µ)
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Soure Range ∆BR ∆BR ∆BR
(b→ ℓ) (b→ c¯→ ℓ) (b→ c→ ℓ)
x10−2 x10−2 x10−2
ℓ-harge tag orrelation ±1% ∓0.08 ∓0.03 ∓0.09
NN bias on the b-harge see text ∓0.08 ∓0.15 ∓0.11
b-hadron omposition see text ∓0.04 ∓0.02 ∓0.04
eletron eieny ±3% ∓0.18 ∓0.04 ∓0.15
muon eieny ±2.5% ∓0.13 ∓0.05 ∓0.10
Misidentied e ±8% ±0.01 ∓0.11 ∓0.08
Misidentied µ ±6.5% ±0.01 ∓0.08 ∓0.05
Converted γ ±10% ±0.01 ∓0.04 ∓0.03
εc ±9% <0.01 ∓0.01 ∓0.01
εuds ±22% <0.01 ±0.01 ∓0.01
ℓ-b tag orrelation ±1% ∓0.09 ∓0.03 ∓0.09
Rb 0.21643± 0.00073 [17℄ <0.01 <0.01 <0.01
Rc 0.1694± 0.0038 [17℄ <0.01 <0.01 <0.01
MC statistis ∓0.03 ∓0.01 ∓0.03
xE(b) 0.702± 0.008 [14℄ ±0.03 ±0.05 ±0.07
xE(c) 0.484± 0.008 [14℄ ∓0.01 ±0.01 ∓0.01
b→W→D
b→W→Ds
(1.28+1.52−0.61) [14℄
+0.04
−0.04
−0.09
+0.08
+0.03
−0.03
BR(b→ τ → ℓ) (0.459± 0.071)% [2℄ ∓0.02 ∓0.07 < 0.01
BR(b→ J/Ψ→ ℓ) (0.07± 0.01)% [2℄ ∓0.02 ±0.01 ∓0.01
BR(c→ ℓ) (9.85± 0.32)% [17℄ ∓0.01 ∓0.05 ∓0.02
Total systemati ±0.28 ±0.27 ±0.28
Deay models
b→ ℓ model ACCMM (+ISGW−ISGW∗∗)
−0.23
+0.42
+0.36
−0.58
+0.04
−0.04
c→ ℓ model ACCMM1 (+ACCMM2−ACCMM3)
−0.07
+0.07
+0.06
−0.05
−0.21
+0.09
Total Models
−0.24
+0.43
+0.36
−0.58
−0.21
+0.10
Table 9: Analysis IV: Summary of systemati unertainties. Ranges given in % orre-
spond to relative variations around the entral value.
3
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Analysis I Analysis II Analysis III Analysis IV
BR(b→ℓ−)% 10.71 ± 0.11 ± 0.26−0.25+0.42 10.78 ± 0.14 ± 0.28
−0.34
+0.53 10.71 ± 0.11 ± 0.28
−0.37
+0.44 10.75 ± 0.15 ± 0.28
−0.24
+0.43
BR(b→c→ℓ+)% 8.05 ± 0.39 ± 0.38+0.23
−0.31 7.59 ± 0.69 ± 0.28
−0.35
+0.50 7.99 ± 0.27 ± 0.28
−0.21
+0.10
BR(b→c¯→ℓ−)% 1.64 ± 0.35 ± 0.25+0.14
−0.23 2.00 ± 0.49 ± 0.27
+0.56
−0.84 1.34 ± 0.30 ± 0.27
+0.36
−0.58
(BR(b→c→ℓ+)+
BR(b→c¯→ℓ−))% 9.69±0.24 ± 0.50+0.37−0.54 9.59±0.30 ± 0.41
+0.29
−0.43 9.62 ± 0.19 ± 0.41
+0.52
−0.49 9.33±0.26 ± 0.52
+0.40
−0.64
Table 10: Comparison of the results of the dierent analyses. The measurements are shown using boldfae haraters, whereas slim-fae
haraters are used for sums whih are only shown for omparison. The rst unertainty is statistial, the seond is systemati and the
third is due to the unertainty on the semileptoni model.
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Error Soure Range ∆BR(b→ℓ−) ∆BR(b→c→ℓ+) ∆BR(b→c¯→ℓ−) ∆χ¯
10−2 10−2 10−2 10−2
statistial ∓0.08 ∓0.22 ∓0.20 ±1.3
eletron eieny ±3% ∓0.09 ∓0.08 ∓0.04 ±0.01
misidentied e ±8% ∓0.02 ∓0.05 ∓0.03 ±0.04
onverted photons ±10% <0.01 ∓0.02 <0.01 ∓0.03
µ eieny ±2.5% ∓0.15 ∓0.12 ∓0.04 ∓0.01
misidentied µ ±6.5%; 17% <0.01 ∓0.03 ∓0.03 ∓0.07
εc ±9% ±0.01 ±0.01 ±0.03 ±0.02
εuds ±22% ±0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01
ℓ− b orrelation ±1% ∓0.03 ∓0.05 ∓0.02 ∓0.02
other soures ±0.09 ±0.10 ±0.05 ±0.5
xE(b) 0.702± 0.008 [14℄ ∓0.01 ±0.03 ±0.02 ±0.05
xE(c) 0.484± 0.008 ∓0.01 <0.01 <0.01 ±0.04
b→W→D
b→W→Ds
(1.28+1.52−0.61) [14℄ ±0.02 ±0.08 ∓0.10 ∓0.05
BR(b→ τ → ℓ) (0.459± 0.071)% [2℄ ∓0.01 ∓0.02 ∓0.08 ±0.04
BR(b→ J/ψ → ℓ+ℓ−) (0.07± 0.01)% [2℄ ∓0.02 ∓0.01 <0.01 ∓0.06
BR(c→ ℓ) (9.85± 0.32)% [17℄ ∓0.01 <0.01 ∓0.02 ∓0.01
g → cc¯ (3.19± 0.46)% [17℄ <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01
g → bb¯ (0.251± 0.063)% [17℄ ∓0.01 ∓0.01 <0.01 ±0.01
total systemati ±0.21 ±0.21 ±0.17 ±0.5
Semilept.mod.b→ ℓ[14℄ ACCMM (+ISGW−ISGW∗∗)
−0.28
+0.44
+0.10
−0.02
+0.37
−0.47
−0.3
+0.3
Semilept.mod.c→ ℓ[14℄ ACCMM1(+ACCMM2−ACCMM3)
−0.09
+0.08
−0.19
+0.07
+0.05
−0.04
−0.3
+0.3
Table 11: Systemati unertainties assoiated to the ombined results; the eet of soures relevant to only one analysis has been
summarized in a single value labelled other soures.
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BR(b→ℓ−) BR(b→c→ℓ+) BR(b→c¯→ℓ−) χ¯
BR(b→ℓ−) 1. -0.066 -0.051 0.018
BR(b→c→ℓ+) 0.545 1. -0.733 -0.091
BR(b→c¯→ℓ−) 0.231 -0.277 1. 0.038
χ¯ 0.039 -0.040 0.018 1.
Table 12: Correlation matrix of ombined results. On the upper-right side the statistial
oeients are reported, on the lower-left side the statistial+systemati oeients are
shown.
